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Fig. S1
. ICP-TOFMS time trace of 5 ng mL -1 of Ho and Cs in acid vs. water. Ho signal is spiky in the water sample due to its instability in water. However, Cs signal shows a similar behavior in both samples.
Fig. S2
. calculated for several elements using multi-element droplets and dissolved standards of each analyte element. Because a true value of qplasma is not known, all reported values are best estimates. The qplasma determined with Cs, which we use as a plasma-uptake standard, is within 20% (dashed lines) of that obtained for all other elements.
In Fig. S3 , we provide results for the quantification of Au NPs in increasing concentrations of Triton X-114 surfactant. Unlike with the PBS buffer (see Fig. 2 ), we did not observe significant signal attenuation with increasing concentration of Triton, i.e. we did not observe a major plasma-related matrix effect. For Triton matrix, one can size NPs correctly using the conventional particle size method or our online microdroplet method. However, because Triton is a surfactant, it changes the surface tension of the solution and, as a result, it can cause a change in nebulization and transport efficiencies. Increasing Triton concentration causes an increase in the portion of the sample delivered to the plasma. In Fig. S3d , we shown that, by using online plasma-uptake calibration, we are able to measure PNC more accurately and with better consistency (RSD = 7.7%) than if a constant nebulization efficiency were assumed, as is convention in most sp-ICP-MS analyses. Pb + 208 Pb 13 --246 ± 37 --*SC is the signal domain critical value; signals above these count values are considered to originate from particles. This critical value is typically considered to be the limit of detection (LOD) for sp-ICP-MS analyses. The critical values used here are based on treating the background as a compound-Poisson distribution 1, 2 and calculated for a false-positive rate of 0.01%. XC is the content domain critical value, reported in units of mass. **Mass-based single-particle critical values (XC) and total mass concentration could only be measured for analyte elements that were included in online microdroplet standards, i.e. Ag, Ce, Au, and Pt. The Rh element sensitivity is estimated based on the total-isotope sensitivity of 107 Ag+ 109 Ag. Figure S6 . Backgroud-subtracted average mass spectrum from 10 103 Rh-containing particle signals. The absence and/or low abundance of Na, Cu, Sr, and Pb signals from the mass spectrum indicated that potential interfences from 23 Na 40 Ar2 + , 63 Cu 40 Ar + , 87 SrO + , and 206 Pb 2+ are not responsible for the intense 103 Rh + signal. Additionally, the (mono-) isotopic pattern of Rh is observed. Also evident in the average mass spectrum, is the concomitant signal from Ce (measured with the natural ~9:1 isotope ratio of 140 Ce: 142 Ce).
